ICAMS (Interactive Computer
To implement this, it was decided to put each two-ported memory at the same address on the Motorola bus and on different but contiguous addresses on the UNIBUS. Hence, each ODS could be identified at least by its address on the UNIBUS. Since the two-port memory does not have hardware interrupt or DMA capability, rather than construct a driver in the strict RSX sense of the term, an installed polling task under RSX would be sufficient. In fact, it is possible to write such a task using'FORTRAN-77, in which the contiguous ODS two-port memory is an installed partition identified to the handler task as a labeled FORTRAN common. By using appropriate handshaking and command protocols, it is possible to implement FILES-11 structures on the ODS.
Because of the time involved in programming the ODS 6512 in direct assembly language, some other higher level language was desired for general scientific scanner program implementation. On the other hand, the execution speed of assembler programs was desired to implement the direct stage control motion functions. For this reason, it was decided to have two processes time share the 6512 resources; these are the stage control process (written in assembler and fixed in EPROM), and the scientific control process, written in a higher level language. Since FORTRAN is not readily available for the 6512 (Apple FORTRAN is in principle available but too cumbersome for many of the applications desired), we selected AIM-65 FORTH, available from Rockwell as a PROM set. This language interfaces directly with assembler routines, has its own structured version of the AIM-65 assembler, and permits high level structures to be implemented, while still executing rapidly enough for real time applications. It is modular and structured; has preexisting 8, 16, and 32 bit word lengths as needed; and has two additional virtues. It is a virtual operating system (unlike RSX but akin to VMS in this respect), and it is extensible. That is, FORTH permits the compiler to be modified from within the compiler to introduce new constructs via the <BUILDS and DOES> words. Unfortunately, the intrinsic FORTH system only addresses two bytes of disk sector numbers, whereas FILES-11 under RSX addresses four bytes of disk sectors. However, we modified the FORTH PROMs to address the full four bytes implemented under RSX.
As 
